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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
$ 5.30

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerSeven Skill 

Description 

The most versatile and useful tool in every pottery studio – carve, incise, mark,
score, pierce and finish with our selection of needle tools

A needle tool, which is essentially a sharp needle set into a handle, is used in so many ways no
matter your project or skill level.

Versatility for every pottery project

Needle tools are used to carve, incise, mark, score and finish your pieces in progress. While
working at the wheel use it to measure the depth of your clay bases or trim off those pesky
uneven rims. Also useful for piercing air pockets and unclogging glazed holes.

Variety is best

At Pottery Supplies we have a choice of 3 different needle tools for you – pick your favourite, or
pick them all. Choose from:

Aluminium Pro Needle - a metal needle of approximately 1mm diameter with an aluminium
handle. Handle length 125mm. Total length 170mm.
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Fine needle – metal needle of approximately 1mm diameter a with wooden handle. Handle
length 100mm. Total length 140mm.
Thicker needle - metal needle of approximately 2mm diameter a with wooden handle.
Handle length 100mm. Total length 140mm.

The potter’s best friend

A needle tool is always within reach, regardless of whether you are working at the wheel or
hand-building your projects. Our needle tools are affordable so potters can buy them in
multiples for classrooms and large studios.

Dimensions:

Aluminium Pro (PF0801) - metal needle approximately 1mm diameter. Aluminium handle
125mm long. Total length 170mm

Fine needle tool (PF0701) - metal needle approximately 1mm diameter. Wooden handle 100mm
long. Total length 140mm

Thick needle tool (PF0702) - metal needle approximately 2mm diameter. Wooden handle
100mm long. Total length 140mm
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